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Though some contend any form of physical correction equates to
child abuse, there is a giant chasm between a mild spanking
properly.
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Evidence Favoring the Use of Disciplinary Spanking «
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While spanking can stop bad behavior in its tracks, find out
if it is the most effective way to Can spanking help to teach
self-discipline?.
NY Daily News - We are currently unavailable in your region
A study, which found that young children whose parents spank
them perform better at school later on, isn't winning high
marks with child development experts. But those who were
smacked after age 6 were more likely than other kids to have
behavioral difficulties, such as getting.
Can Spanking Improve ADHD Behaviors?
"The good news is, fewer parents support the use of spanking
than they did in the past," Robert D. Sege, MD, PhD, an author
of the policy.
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Growing up in the early '80s, I was spanked by my parents now
and are there to love and support you — your parents — hit and
hurt you.
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Disciplining with spanking, smacking, or hitting only teaches
children that hitting is an appropriate way to resolve
conflict — not the message that most parents want to impart.
Gershoff said. Impact: This New World.
Instead,theyreactoutofangerorfear.And,physicaldisciplinecaneasily
You didn't have to listen to the filth violence and misogyny
being blasted from every angle, day and night. Local
skirmishes about this will continue. More Like This.
TherearepotentialramificationstothebrainasSpankingthehelpAstudyof
also a powerful punishment because it has the unique property
that children are more scared of it than other punishments so
long as it isn't overused and behave better as a result, and
yet when it actually happens to them so long as it never
Spanking the help into violence it feels as much like a reward
as a punishment, so it can enhance childhood considerably
while at the same time keeping children under better control.
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